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Abstract: Molecular Paleontology, likely started with a report by Abel-
son [1] in the recovery of proteinaceous components from fossils. This re-
search paper presents a new paleontological sub discipline that is the next
generation beyond molecular paleontology, the author of this paper has en-
titled ”Atomic Paleontology” [5]. Which attains new understandings per-
taining to all atoms and electrons. Especially, a greater understanding of
the morphologies of organic atoms and electrons, attaining new knowledge
and understanding in all fields of paleontology. Understanding foundational
utilization measurement scales is explained in utilization of the IMMI tech-
nology. Subsequent technological processes, and scientific utilization, of ex-
amining a micrograph of a Hadrosaur (†Brachylophosaurus canadensis) bone
matrix lacunae, and osteocytes molecularly starting at a 20 µm magnifica-
tion level, and in a series of higher magnification steps attains imaging an
immobilized atom from an inactive cell from a deceased Hadrosaur, attain-
ing microscopic measurement scales levels much smaller than at 0.75 of 1
Ångström.
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1 Limited Study Through Current Microscopic

Technology

Current microscopy and it’s utilization in it’s instrumentation has limita-
tions in the scientific disciplines of paleontology, vertebrate and especially
molecular paleontology, to diagnose and directly image deceased cellular soft
tissue from any potential specimen of soft tissue from any dinosaur that has
existed in the long past. Being able to attain new data and knowledge in a
morphological setting and circumstances to study any and all deceased inac-
tive cellular activity would definitely have advantages if such tissue could be
investigated and studied at the sub-molecular levels. Current microscopy in-
strumentation whether it be the most sophisticated electron and/or Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) the study of such a soft tissue specimen such as a
Hadrosaur (†Brachylophosaurus canadensis) dinosaur even with this sort of
sophisticated microscopy equipment cannot diagnose and directly image any
rare soft tissue at 1 nm or below to study any rare deceased inactive cellular
specimen at the atomic level.

Being able to understand foundational utilization measurement scales for
Infinite Micro-Macro-Imaging (IMMI) technology is specifically explained in
”IMMI - Micro Orders of Magnitude In Microscopy” [4], explains all of the
foundational aspects in microscopy and makes vivid and detailed imagery
providing evidence that IMMI, has infinite capability to diagnose and directly
image anything relating to mass or energy, in the macro or micro universes,
in more applications than can currently be recognized or realized or can
be explained in applications in this technical paper. Furthermore in the
applications of microscopy IMMI has the infinite capability to diagnose and
image anything no matter how small it may be. In this case in application
in being able to investigate and study a deceased Hadrosaur’s inactive cells
at the atomic level when it comes to not only being able to able to see not
only an atom, but also an electron of a Hadrosaur’s bone matrix, lacunae,
and osteocyte structures smaller than 0.75 of 1 Ångström as presented in this
research paper.

2 Determining The Basics In Studying Di-

nosaurs In Molecular Paleontology

To understand molecular paleontology is relatively a new sub discipline
science of paleontology itself. It is being able to examine and determine at
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the molecular level the smaller structures that compose what in this case
a dinosaur’s molecular composition is. However, to understand this further
a deeper more detailed explanation and understanding has to be examined.
This can be started by asking a simple question regarding the diagnoses of
dinosaurs at the molecular level. Which is smaller at the molecular paleon-
tology level, looking at a cell or an atom of a dinosaur?

Within the last ten to fifteen years the discovery of dinosaur and other
ancient animal’s soft tissue has made progress in the world of especially
molecular paleontology, on a scale the world has never seen before.

However, it needs to be made clear that the molecular paleontology exam-
ples given in this research paper using the IMMI microscopic magnification
scale measurement system is unique, in this case pertaining to the Hadrosaur
(†Brachylophosaurus canadensis), example. Further meaning; that the study
of this dinosaur and the measurements are unique to itself, and these partic-
ular measurements may not necessarily be applicable in the same way when
it would come the study of other dinosaurs. Why? The primary reason
is because when studying cells, in this case studying osteocyte cells in the
lacunae, cells cannot be grouped or categorized into just one microscopic
measurement scale size.

In other words, One cell size does not fit all cells, and not all cells are
the same size in dimensions either. For example; in this case a Hadrosaur
dinosaur is being studied; an animal cell can be 10 µm in diameter, or larger.
If the average animal cell, or in this case osteocyte cell, for instance is 20 to
30 µm in diameter, may not be an unreasonable measurement.

This same principle could apply in size when studying atoms or electrons
and beyond in like manner. In other words, in this research paper the atom
is approximately 3.0 nm in width. Another same type of atom could measure
1.0 nm in width, etc.

In preparation IMMI presents in Figure 1-A a micrograph taken with an
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) of a fibula of a Hadrosaur (†Brachy-
lophosaurus canadensis) dinosaur bone measuring 20 µm in diameter. IMMI
has the capability at very high magnification levels to captivate photographic
or imaging microscopic details too small to be seen, ascertained, or distin-
guished by the naked human eye, and will expand these details without digital
loss of data, blurriness, graininess, or loss of resolution, until these detail are
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Figure 1: Images from a Fibula of a Hadrosaur (Source: Author)

large enough to be seen. In order to present and demonstrate this so it can
be better understood, please look at the Figure 1-A.

The bottom of the image is marked at a beginning and starting microscopic
measurement scale of 20 µm. However, above the µm white lined marker
is another microscopic measurement scale reading 1 µm. There is a clear
difference between the 20 µm marker and 1 µm marker in size. Again in
the Figure 1-A a white arrow points to the area where IMMI will continue
to proceed it’s journey down through and into the area of the osteocyte
and lacunae matrix until attains microscopic measurement scales sizes at the
atomic levels.

The goal is to eventually be able to get small enough that the an atom
will be seen at the atomic level measuring approximately 3 nm in width, and
study the atom as it presents itself from that point onward. Figures 1-B, 1-C
and 1-D continue to demonstrate in a series of higher microscopic magnifi-
cation scale levels attaining smaller and smaller sizes down to a microscopic
measurement magnification scale last seen in Figure 1-E being 35 nm.
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2.1 Preparation, Investigation, and Study of The La-
cunae and Osteocytes of A Hadrosaur (Brachylo-
posaurus canadensis) Dinosaur Below The Molec-
ular Level

Questions like: What will an atom from an inactive cell from a deceased
Hadrosaur (†Brachylophosaurus canadensis) look like below the molecular
level Will it still have the same molecular characteristics as it did before? Or
will it appear differently than before? Will new detail be able to be seen?
What new discoveries wait below the Hadrosaur dinosaur’s molecular level?

Figure 2: Close look of Figure 1-E (Source: Author)

The micrograph (Figure 2) is at a slightly higher magnification showing the
many sub surface fractures can be seen around the bone matrix circumferen-
tial vertical cavity lacunae walls and the dark red to black color, or matter
is the osteocyte matter. The 50 nm scale is shown. This is presented in a
different color variation in order to observe more detail. Especially of the
sub surfaced fractures around the vertical outer rim of the lacunae. Some
fractures are shown where the white arrows point.

The yellow arrow points to what will be seen in Figure 3 which goes below
the molecular and into the sub molecular, and atomic levels. Notation needs
to be taken that where fractures occur in and around the outer vertical rim
of the lacunae that IMMI micrograph imaging reveal that these fractures
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occur from the top surface of the lacunae all the way down vertically to
the bottom of the lacunae and that these fractures vary in intensity as to
how much damage has been done to the lacunae itself and possibly to at
least part of the osteocyte. However, the white, yellow, and aqua colored
arrows all point to electrons which were in their last seconds of life before
the onset of permanent death occurred these electrons were in orbit around
this Hadrosaur atom. However the very moment that death occurred down
to the atomic level the Hadrosaur’s atom and electrons became permanently
fixed into a stopped position became immobilized in the last position their
movement was in, as if frozen In Time and the space they occupied when
alive and active.

Figure 3: Hadrosaur’s Atom (Source: Author)

Figure 3 is the Hadrosaur atom as it appears at about 3 nm wide. It is
known in science that all matter is composed of atoms. Until the presentation
of this technical paper in mainstream science it has always known that there
is mass and matter in the microscopic universe that is smaller than an atom,
such as Sub-Atomic Particles. However, until the publishing of this paper an
organic atom and especially electrons have never been imaged.

However, as this Hadrosaur atom is examined and as it is investigate fur-
ther what is discovered and presented in this paper may effect how atoms are
viewed and what is learned in this paper could change some scientific views
in how science looks at the macro and in this case especially micro universes.
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In the above enlarged image of this Hadrosaur atom the white arrows point
to several electrons as they spherically show a left rotation. The yellow arrow
points to most likely another smaller electron.

The aqua colored arrow points to the electron that will be presented in an
upcoming research paper [5] will investigate and show what in micro imaging
micrographs not only what the electron looks like, but will also investigate
the electron and study it up very, very close. Further revealing new data and
evidence helping to gain new knowledge and insights about organic atoms
and how electrons work with them in like manner.

2.2 Atoms Have Positive (+) and Negative (-) Mag-
netic Field Poles Like Earth and Other Planets In
Our Macro Universe

In the history of science no research paper has ever proposed, presented,
or demonstrated that the microscopic universe in which scientists and re-
searchers a like look at through a microscope, may actually in reality be just
a smaller in many respects a smaller version of what is seen in the macro
universe consisting of earth, it’s solar system, and countless other galaxies,
solar systems, and exoplanetary bodies and their satellites in like manner.
Proposing the study of this atom likewise.

In some respects and similarities, in Figure 4 what will be seen, proposed,
presented, and demonstrated is that the incredibly large macrouniverse and
what is beyond the confine of earth’s atmosphere in outer space which con-
sists of the solar system, this galaxy, and many other galaxies, their solar
systems and exoplanets in like manner is also seen in the microscopic uni-
verse. Especially in the regard to earth and other planets in the universe
have a south and north pole and magnetic fields about them as well. This
paper proposes, presents, and demonstrates starting in Figure 4 that organic
atoms also have similar positive and negative poles but also different.

Figure 4-A presents the Hadrosaur atom as seen as it lies in a horizon-
tal position as has been presented and demonstrated in Figure 3 of this
research paper. Figure 4-B presents and demonstrates taking Figure 4-A
the Hadrosaur atom lying in a horizontal position and positioning it into a
vertical position in situ as seen to the right in the image above in Figure
4-B, in which the reason for positioning this Hadrosaur atom into a vertical
position is so the atom may be studied pertaining in learning new data and
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Figure 4: Different Perspective (Source: Author)

evidence as to an atoms function as never seen before captivated in an image
or micrograph as seen above.

Secondly, at the top of the atom as seen in Figure 4-B there is the (+)
symbol. In a new hypothesis and theory the (+) symbol represents and will
demonstrate that this is the positive magnetic field pole of this atom. At the
bottom of Figure 4-B is (-) which is a negative magnetic field symbol. Just
like in the macro universe earth and other planets in our solar system have
a north and south pole which interacts with earth’s magnetic field, in like
manner in the microscopic universe an atom has a per north positive pole
(+) and negative south pole (-).

3 Organic and Inorganic Atoms and Electrons

Have DNA Like Blueprint Semi-Conductor

Circuit Board Grid Imprint Patterns

This research paper proposes theoretically that:

• Detail #1 may be an atomic blueprint like schematic. Much like what
would be seen the DNA in a microorganism. In the above image,
produce through the IMMI technological process demonstrates that
(within the atom itself) is more or less a re-generating factory of sorts
that may have taken in the oxygen in the Hadrosaur’s blood supply
as a source of fuel. In order to generate the sufficient energy needed
within the atoms inner component manufacturing system to regenerate
the energy needed to re-energize the atom’s electrons on an infinite
ongoing basis;
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Figure 5: Details inn the Hadrosaur’s Atom image #1 to #5
(Source: Author)

• Detail #2 is the negative magnetic field pole of the atom;

• Detail #3 is an inlet-like opening where the electrons enter into the
atom to be re-energized in situ via the re-generation capabilities of the
atom itself. Although small (use your magnification tool here to see
the electrons entering the inlet part of this atom);

• Detail #4 Are the north / positive magnetic field pole of the atom; and

• Detail #5 shows the new re-generated energized electrons coming out
of the top.

Several works [6] [3] describe how a combination of state of the art pro-
teomics and a combination of sophisticated imaging technologies were able to
contribute to a greater understanding of the dynamics of nuclear function in
living cells. That in real time this would definitely involves that there has to
be an overall blueprint in the nuclear energy function of how the atoms and
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electrons function together. Stewart [3] describe how the nuclear envelope
influences events within the nucleus and throughout the cell. While Terry
[7] explain how important the function of the atomic structure of the atoms
and electrons are to the bidirectional transport of proteins and nucleic acids
through nuclear pores.

That these nuclear pores are essential to survive to all organic function that
can be regulated at many levels, from individual cargoes to global changes
in nuclear pore transport characteristics. These papers extend and show
a greater interrelationship between the transport of life giving function be-
tween the atom and it’s electrons that without a functional blueprint between
these living entities could not exist. Therefore it is also essential that bio-
energy signatures and their balanced harmonics are also in consistency with
each other and that atoms and electrons would have such a blueprint in like
manner.

Resnick and Stewart [4] also gives new data and evidence that inorganic
and organic atoms and electrons have commonalities consistent between the
two different types of atoms and electrons is that they both share a Semi
Conductor Circuit Board Grid Blueprint Like Imprint Patterns. Therefore
this paper also proposes, presents, and demonstrates in new hypothesis and
theory, and also incorporates and provides new data and imaging evidence
to support that not only do organic DNA have a blueprint circuit like board
imprint patterns that help to unlock all the secrets about the DNA itself,
but this is also consistent and exists in all mass, matter and energy in like
manner. All the way down to the microscopic and even macroscopic universes
and all that exist in them, that is subjective and relative to mass, matter,
and energy. Similarly mentions of these patterns and how they correspond
with the atom [2].

Again, because all of these atoms and their electrons have these common-
alities and consistencies in relation to one another what is found is that the
organic atom and it’s electrons are much more complex and complicated and
in real time will take a considerable more amount of time to investigate and
study.
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3.1 Inorganic Atom and Electrons Have Their Own
Bio-Energy Signature Blueprint Schematic Imprints

When looking at the surface of an organic atom when compared to that on
an inorganic atom the surface areas have striking resemblances in looking like
a very highly complex amount of systems and sub-systems of what is seen
in a semi-conductor blueprint schematic. That regulates and determines
the energy transfers and what they do and how they function together to
accomplish their overall related functions from beginning to end. The fact
that both the organic atom of an inactive cell from a Hadrosaur dinosaur
and inorganic atom has strikingly similar imprint patterns on their surfaces
is self evident that a number of their functions are similar.

Figure 6: Double Inorganic Atom (Source: [4])

Figure 6 presents an image and explanation from Resnick and Stewart [4]
of a double inorganic atom and electron that was diagnosed and directly
imaged by IMMI as seen in the image above at 10 and 2nm. Which as this
point details A and B which is a double inorganic atom would be even the
maximum capability for the world’s most powerful microscope known as the
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). However, IMMI will also detail C which is
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an electron.

Figure 7: Electron of the Double Inorganic Atom (Source: [4])

Figure 7 is another image from Resnick and Stewart [4], it is a known sci-
entific fact, that DNA has it’s own blueprints and it is said that if those
blueprints were completely understood the secrets of life itself would be
opened up. In like manner why could not an atom and electron have it’s
own blueprints as well, but on the atomic and sub-atomic levels?

Detail A Presents and demonstrates (where the yellow arrow points to),
and throughout the entire surface of this electron, the IMMI data and evi-
dence incorporates and resembles a circuit-board-like-grid blueprint. Detail
B is one of the electrons’ positive atomic energy responses within the electron
that keeps the electron functional and causes it to move about the atom(s) in
a counter-clock-wise rotational orbit. Detail C Presents, and demonstrates
a circuit board like grid blueprint between details B and D which are both
part of the electrons’ entire circuit-board-like-grid blueprint.
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However, each work independently and cooperatively in the overall func-
tion of the electron, which also in consistency details B and D correspond
and transfer atomic energy between themselves.

This atomic negative positive exchange of energy functions independently
in the electron itself and collectively in consistency with countless billions of
other electrons to keep the atoms functioning. The diameter of this electron
is about 0.50 of 1 Ångström.

When comparing the IMMI technological process to any and all other mi-
croscopy instrumentation like microscopes etc. the IMMI uses very similar
high to extremely high microscopic magnification, and microscopic magni-
fication measurements in like manner like all other microscopes. However,
the primary difference is that IMMI when it comes to microscopy is able to
attain much higher magnification levels than any electron or Atomic Force
Microscopes, and the IMMI infinite capability to diagnose and directly im-
age anything at the molecular, atomic, sub-atomic and a new microscopic
category of ”proto sub atomic levels” not only exceeds any and all other mi-
croscopy instrumentation, but has also made some new discoveries along the
way. In Figures 5 and 8 will reveal some striking similarities as has been pre-
viously discussed in how the atom and electron surface areas have schematic
like blueprint imprints.

Figure 8: A closer look of the Electron (Source: Author)
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Figure 8-A presents a yellow outlined square area in the upper left top
corner of the combination image above. Which IMMI demonstrates in Figure
8-B as an enlarged projection to show what the surface area the electron looks
like an extremely complex and complicated circuit board like blueprint that
is essential a map of the electron and how it functions on a never ending
infinite basis, as part of the other countless trillions of other electrons to
function with all atoms in mass and energy [4].

Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 8-B presents and demonstrates the atom
from the a inactive cell from a deceased Hadrosaur in comparison to an
electron from an inorganic atom as far as the surface area of both have
striking similarities in resembling a semi-conductor schematic blueprint like
imprints. Which likely represents bio-chemical electrical signature harmonic
communications between the atom and it’s electrons.
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